We implement different methods for the computation of the breakdown threshold of invariant attractors in the dissipative standard mapping. A first approach is based on the computation of the Sobolev norms of the function parametrizing the solution. Then we look for the approximating periodic orbits and we analyze their stability in order to compute the critical threshold at which an invariant attractor breaks down. We also determine the domain of convergence of the dissipative standard mapping by extending the computations to the complex parameter space as well as by investigating a two-frequency model.
Introduction
The existence of invariant attractors in nearly-integrable dissipative systems has been widely studied in the literature (see, e.g., [2] , [7] ). These attractors typically exist for specific values of the parameters. The existence domains in the parameter space, obtained through the analytical investigations, must be validated through numerical computations of the break-down threshold of the invariant attractor. In the present paper we develop several numerical techniques to provide reliable estimates of the critical values of the parameters at which the invariant attractor breaks-down. These methods are based on a suitable parametrization of the solution (which is found by a proper implementation of a Newton's method) and on the link of the invariant attractor with its approximating periodic orbits.
As a specific model, we consider the dissipative standard map defined by the equations y n+1 = by n + c + ε V ′ (x n )
where y n ∈ R, x n ∈ S 1 , b ∈ R + , c ∈ R, ε ∈ R + and where V = V (x) is an analytic, periodic function (the prime denotes derivative with respect to the argument). The mapping is ruled by two parameters: the dissipative parameter b (which coincides with the determinant of the Jacobian associated to (1.1)) and the perturbing parameter ε. The quantity c is called the drift parameter, which turns out to be equal to zero for b = 1. In this case one recovers the conservative mapping, which is integrable whenever the perturbing parameter is set to zero. We shall be interested in the cases 0 < b < 1 and ε > 0. Unless explicitly stated, we shall be concerned with the choice V (x) = − 1 (2π) 2 cos(2πx), which recovers the classical standard mapping (see, e.g., [12] , [13] ).
In the conservative integrable case (b = 1, ε = 0), the standard map admits invariant curves with frequency ω, provided ω satisfies the diophantine condition |ω − p q | −1 ≤ Cq 2 , p, q ∈ Z , q = 0 , for some positive constant C. Here we will be concerned with two sample diophantine numbers 1 , i.e. the golden ratio γ r = √ 5−1 2 ≃ 0.6180 and the noble irrational ω 1 = [0; 2, 5, 3, 1 ∞ ] ≃ 0.4567. KAM theory ( [15] , [1] , [22] ) allows to state that an invariant curve with diophantine frequency ω persists under the perturbation, provided that the perturbing parameter ε is sufficiently small. Computer-assisted applications of KAM theory allow to obtain refined lower bounds on the perturbing parameter, ensuring the existence of the invariant curve. In this context a number of numerical methods has been developed to evaluate the critical breakdown threshold of an invariant curve with diophantine frequency ( [13] , [16] , [23] ). In this work we address the same question in the dissipative setting (0 < b < 1) by looking for reliable techniques which allow to determine the breakdown threshold of invariant attractors (see, e.g., [3] , [10] , [11] ). In particular, we investigate numerically the persistence of invariant attractors as the parameters b and ε 1 Using a continuous fraction representation the number ω ≡ [a 0 ; a 1 , a 2 , ...] with a j ∈ Z corresponds to
; the symbol 1 ∞ denotes an infinite sequence of ones.
are varied. We remark that a proof of the existence of invariant attractors (in a continuous model problem) has been given in [7] using a KAM approach (see also [2] ).
The numerical computation of the breakdown threshold can be obtained through the analysis of the behavior of the parametric representation of the solution as x = ϑ + u(ϑ), where ϑ ∈ S 1 and where u = u(ϑ) is a suitable periodic function; it is assumed that the variable ϑ varies linearly as ϑ n+1 = ϑ n +ω. Inserting the parametric representation in (1.1), one gets an equation for the function u which can be solved through a Newton's method. The breakdown threshold of the invariant curve with frequency ω is obtained by computing suitable Sobolev's norms of the parametrizing function u (see [5] , [4] , [6] ). A validation of such result is given by the determination of the periodic orbits whose frequency is given by the rational approximants to the diophantine frequency of the invariant attractor. We remark that, as in the conservative case, the periodic orbits tend to the invariant attractor as the order of the approximation increases. We determine the stability threshold of such periodic approximants to infer the value of the breakdown threshold of the invariant attractor. The results are in full agreement with those obtained through the computation of the Sobolev's norms. We also determine the occurrence of the different attractors (either periodic or quasi-periodic) at the critical breakdown threshold for different values of the dissipative constant. An analysis of the domain of existence of invariant attractors is performed using a complex value of the perturbing parameter; this study can be compared to results concerning the analyticity domain as computed, e.g., in [9] . We conclude with some remarks on the determination of the existence domain for a two-frequency model.
Newton's Method in 1-dimension
Quasi-periodic attractors associated to the dissipative standard map can be found using the parametric representation
where u = u(ϑ) is a periodic function. We assume that the variable ϑ varies linearly as ϑ n+1 = ϑ n + ω (n ∈ Z + ), where ω ∈ R \ Q is the rotation frequency. Looking for a quasi-periodic attractor amounts to solving the functional equation
where the unknowns are a smooth periodic function u and a real number c. Once we find a pair (u, c) satisfying (2.2), then the graph of the quasi-periodic attractor, invariant under (1.1), is given by the parametrization
The solution (u, c) of equation (2.2) will be found by means of the iteration of a Newton algorithm. More precisely, a Newton step consists in starting from a pair (u 0 , c 0 ) such that the norm of E c 0 [u 0 ] is small; then one looks for a correction (v, δ) providing a new solution (u 0 + v, c 0 + δ) satisfying the functional equation
up to first order. In other words, v must satisfy the linear equation
where the prime denotes the derivative with respect to the argument. As a consequence we obtain that the norm of E c 0 +δ [u 0 + v] is of the order of the square of the norm of
It is known from Nash-Moser theory ( [25] , [26] ), that to set up a converging iterative Newton scheme it is not necessary to find an exact inverse of the operator E ′ c 0
[u 0 ], but rather an approximate inverse will suffice to guarantee the convergence. Therefore, instead of finding (v, δ) from equation (2.3), we will rather use the relation
. In order to obtain such approximate inverse we use a modified version (see [24] , [17] ) of the Newton step provided by equation (2.3) . In particular, we will find (v, δ) by solving the equation .2), the modified Newton equation (2.4) is shown to be equivalent to the following equation:
Proof . Assuming that the functions v and δ satisfy (2.4), we compute the terms on the left hand side as follows:
and
Next we define v(ϑ) ≡ h ′ (ϑ)w(ϑ) and we use the definition of ∆ −1 and ∆
which yields (2.5).
The Newton step consists in the following computational algorithm.
Algorithm 2.3 a) Find two functions ϕ and ν solving the equations
Notice that if ϕ and ν are solutions of (2.6) and (2.7), respectively, then for any δ ∈ R the equation
c) Solve for w from
and obtain the improved solution (ũ,c) defined as
The approximate inverse η[u] is the operator obtained by performing the steps described in algorithm 2.3 and applying the inverse of
Remark 2. 4 We note that all the above steps are diagonal either in Fourier space or in real space. More precisely, the steps in algorithm 2.3 can be accomplished by performing the following computations:
• arithmetic operations among functions and evaluation of some nonlinear functions;
• computation of derivatives of functions;
• finding the inverse of the operator ∆ b 1 , which is diagonal in Fourier space;
• finding the inverse of the operator h ′ (ϑ)h ′ (ϑ − ω), which is diagonal in real space;
• solving the following small divisor problem: find w(ϑ) solving (2.8) and such that
In order to implement numerically the Newton step described by the algorithm 2.3, it becomes natural to consider Fourier series of the form
It is clear that we can store a function u (N ) using either N complex coefficients of the Fourier series or the values of u (N ) on a grid of N points in C. Whenever the function u
is real, we will also have the following symmetry (the bar denotes complex conjugacy):
Therefore, in the real case, we only need to store N 2 + 1 coefficients. Notice that the cost of inverting the operators in Remark 2.4 is O(N), since the operators are diagonal in real or Fourier space. Indeed, the most expensive operation in the Newton step 2.3 consists in passing from the real space to the Fourier Space. In our case, we have used FFT to accomplish this task, so that the cost of performing one Newton step is O(N log N) operations.
Breakdown threshold
In this section we aim to determine the breakdown threshold of quasi-periodic invariant attractors and to investigate related quantitative features.
Breakdown threshold through Sobolev's norms
The theoretical results described in [17] , [5] , [4] provide an algorithm for the computation of the analyticity breakdown; moreover such results allow to produce systematically a solution of the truncated equations. The rigorous results of [17] , [5] show that if the approximate solution is well behaved, then there are true solutions in a neighborhood. It follows that, close to the breakdown, the smooth norms must blow up.
On the basis of this remark, we define the following norm. Let the Fourier expansion of a function u = u(ϑ) be written as u = k∈Zû k e ikϑ and let
where ∂ r ϑ denotes the r-th derivative with respect to ϑ and · denotes the average with respect to ϑ. Note that (3.10) is a norm on a space of periodic functions, which is in fact the only case we are interested in. For trigonometric polynomials as in (2.9) we consider the Sobolev norm defined as the following finite sum:
For numerical implementations we will be also interested in the norm of a partial tail defined within the range ρN ≤ |k| ≤ N for some 0 < ρ < 1:
Note that (3.11) makes sense even if r is not an integer. Finally, the existence domain of invariant attractors can be computed using an approximate solution of (2.4) with u 0 represented by a trigonometric polynomial as in (2.9); a regular behavior of the Sobolev norm of u (N ) , as the parameters increase, provides evidence of the existence of the invariant attractor. The algorithm to identify the boundary of the existence domain can be described as follows. Until the Sobolev norm of the approximate solution exceeds a threshold Note that the arguments in [5] show that there will be an analytical solution in a neighborhood of the approximate solution, unless the Sobolev norm blows up. The simplest practical criterion for blow up is that the Sobolev norm reaches a threshold (in practical applications we select a threshold equal to 10 9 ). A posteriori, one can check that the choice of the threshold does not affect much the final result. More accurate computations can be obtained by fitting the behavior of the norms at the blow up, a well established procedure in the conservative case. Numerical evidence for the conservative case (b = 1) was found in [19] , suggesting that invariant tori are regular at criticality. Therefore, since we are studying the blowup of the Sobolev norms, in practical computations we need to consider r greater than 3. Different numerical algorithms were tested, since the Sobolev norm (3.10) is rather sensitive to round-off errors in the higher frequency terms. The breakdown of analyticity of the conservative standard map (i.e., the case b = 1) has been extensively studied, in particular using renormalization group techniques ( [14] , [20] , [21] ). These results show that if the Sobolev norm of the function u, considered also as a function of ε (say u = u ε ), blows up (in the conservative case), then it admits the asymptotic expression
where ε crit is the breakdown treshold, α is a scaling constant, and g is the scaling exponent. Assuming the validity of (3.12), the values of ε crit , α and g can be estimated using a non linear regression. We implement the continuation algorithm 3.1 for the dissipative standard map and we plot the norm (3.10) for two different rotation numbers, namely ω 1 = [0; 2, 5, 3, 1 ∞ ] (see Figure  1a ) and the golden ratio γ r = √
5−1 2
(see Figure 1b) ; the norm is displayed using logarithmic
. In both figures we observe that u 4 tends asymptotically to a straight line. This allows to determine the scaling exponent g introduced in (3.12) as the negative of the slope of the asymptotic line. Table 1 reports the values of ε crit for three different choices of b; it provides also the scaling exponent g, determined as the slope of the asymptotic lines, for the rotation frequencies ω 1 and γ r .
Approximation through periodic orbits
Using a well-known technique (see, for example, Greene's method presented in [13] ) we determine the critical breakdown threshold of an invariant attractor by computing the sequence of periodic orbits approximating the frequency of the invariant attractor. Such periodic orbits are provided by the successive truncations of the continued fraction expansion of the frequency of the attractor. Indeed, for each set of values of the parameters there exists a whole interval of the drift parameter c corresponding to a set of periodic orbits with fixed frequency (see [8] ); in our computations it suffices to choose one of such periodic orbits. The periodic orbits with frequencies equal to the rational approximants to the frequency of the attractor converge to the invariant attractor as the order of the approximation increases (see Figure 2 ). For the conservative standard map the breakdown of an invariant curve is strictly related to the stability character of the approximating periodic orbits. Let us denote the period by p/q for some p, q ∈ Z with q = 0. In the dissipative case, for fixed values of the parameters there is a whole interval of the drift parameter c which admits periodic orbits with period p/q. We select one of these trajectories and we evaluate its stability by computing the monodromy matrix associated to (1.1) along a full cycle of the periodic orbit. Let T p,q and D p,q be, respectively, the trace and the determinant of the monodromy matrix. In analogy to [13] we define the residue R p,q as the quantity
The eigenvalues λ (p,q) 1,2 of the monodromy matrix are related to the residue by
Finally, the p/q-periodic orbit is stable if the residue belongs to the interval
For a given value of the dissipative parameter b, we denote by ε p,q the maximal value of the perturbing parameter (assumed to vary in the interval [0, 1)) for which the periodic orbit with frequency p/q is stable. Table 2 refers to ω 1 , while Table 3 refers to the golden ratio; in the latter case we selected the initial conditions as (x 0 , y 0 ) = (0, 2π p q ), while in the first case we needed to be closer to the basin of attraction of the invariant curve by choosing (x 0 , y 0 ) = (0.0838, 2.0539). In both cases a preliminary set of 10 6 iterations has been performed in order to get closer to the attractor; three sample values of the dissipative parameter b have been considered. Both Tables show that the stability value seems to decrease toward a given threshold as the order of the periodic approximant is increased, thus defining a breakdown threshold of the invariant attractor. The results are consistent with those found in section 3.1. 
Attractors at criticality
We evaluate the occurrence of the different attractors at criticality by implementing the following algorithm. Let us consider a given frequency ω (precisely, we shall take ω 1 or Table 3 : Stability threshold ε p,q of the periodic orbits approximating γ r = γ r ) and let us fix a specific value of the dissipative constant. Let ε crit = ε crit (ω) be the breakdown threshold of the invariant curve with frequency ω, computed using the methods provided in sections 3.1, 3.2. For such critical perturbing parameter, we determine the value of the drift parameter c corresponding to ω. Next, we select 500 × 500 random initial conditions. For each initial condition, after a preliminary set of 10 6 iterations, we determine the frequency of the different dynamical objects which attracted the trajectory starting from the given initial position. Tables 4 and 5 We compute the solution of the functional equation (2.2) assuming that the perturbing parameter is complex, say ε ∈ C. Applying Newton's method we follow the solution from ε = 0 increasing the real and imaginary parts. Let us write
The expansion of the parametrization u in terms of the complex ε as the sum of a real and an imaginary part becomes
where it is assumed that the functions u j (ϑ) are real. Let us now turn to the expression for V ′ (ϑ + u(ϑ)); if we assume that V ′ (ϑ) = 1 2πk sin(2πkϑ), then we obtain the following expression:
sinh(2πku i ) cos(2πk(ϑ + u r )) .
In particular, the product εV ′ (ϑ + u) amounts to
Setting c = c r + ic i , the functional equation (2.2) corresponds to the following two equations:
We report in Figure 3 the domains of existence in the complex ε-plane for different mappings, for the two frequencies considered in the previous sections and for some specific values of the dissipative constant. Looking at the shapes of the existence domains we observe a small loss of regularity as the dissipation increases. The cut of Figure 3c is possibly due to the fact that the frequency is close to a rational (compare with [9] ). We also remark that the shapes of the existence domains strongly depend on the choice of the function V ′ (ϑ) (compare with Figure 3d ).
Two parameters domain
We analyze the behavior of a mapping whose perturbing function contains two harmonics, each one multiplied by a different parameter, say ε 1 and ε 2 :
Following [4] , [5] , we compute the domain of existence of an invariant attractor with frequency ω by evaluating the breakdown threshold through the analysis of the Sobolev's norms as introduced in section 3.1. In particular we start from ε 1 = ε 2 = 0 and we use the continuation method along a straight line, until the Sobolev's norm of the parametrization exceeds a given value (typically 10 9 ).
The results are presented in Figure 4 , which shows that the area of the existence domain gets smaller as the system approaches the conservative limit; in particular, the folds disappear as we get closer to the circle-map case corresponding to b = 0. Indeed, we already stressed that the probability of finding an invariant attractor gets larger as the dissipative parameter b decreases. We also remark that it was conjectured that the boundary of the existence domain is closely related to the stable manifold of the fixed point of the renormalization group transformation (see, e.g., [18] ). 
sin(2πx) + 
Conclusions
Many important physical models are described as nearly-integrable systems subject to a dissipation. We can just mention, in solar system dynamics, the three-body problem with a Poynting-Robertson drag or the tidal torque due to the satellite's non-rigidity in the rotational dynamics. Invariant attractors are essential tools to explore the dynamics of this kind of models and a relevant issue is the computation of their break-down threshold, which is the subject of the present work.
This problem has been approached using a paradigmatic model, namely the dissipative standard map, which depends upon two parameters, namely the perturbing and the dissipative parameters. The results show that the break-down threshold can be effectively computed by determining a suitable parametrization of the invariant attractor, which is found by implementing a Newton's method. The computations are corroborated by a different technique, based on the determination of the stability property of the periodic orbits approximating the invariant attractor. Once the break-down threshold (in the perturbing parameter) has been determined, it was instructive to look for the attractors at criticality. It is found that periodic orbits are more frequent close to the integrable case, while invariant attractors dominate as the dissipative parameter gets smaller.
In the conservative setting a number of studies has been devoted to the determination of the domain of analyticity of the invariant curve for complex values of the perturbing parameter. In that case it was shown that the intersection of the boundary with the (positive) real axis provides a break-down threshold in agreement with that computed through Greene's method. Our study in the dissipative context shows that this remark applies also to the invariant attractors, since the intersection of the existence domain (see Figure 3a) with the real axis is in full agreement with the break-down threshold as provided by the Sobolev's norm criterion (see Table 3 ).
